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STAGE 6
What’s next?
You’ve registered on the [product name], you’ve passed the pre-assessment exam and you’ve earned
your 50% discount voucher – so what comes next?


Take the test
All you need to do now is book a time that is convenient for you at your nearest Prometric
testing centre (use your voucher to only pay half price).



Revise
Everything you’ll need to pass the exam can be found on the [product name] – from study
guides to trial tests – ensuring that earning your certification is as easy as it could be.



Community Support
If you’d like to find out more about how your peers rate [company name] programmes, why
not visit [company website]? It’s a forum site focussed on all things Juniper – whatever
questions or queries you may have, someone on [company website] will be able to help.

Nothing to lose
There’s no denying that [company name] certification is only going to increase in importance over the
coming years. Why not take full advantage of the [product name] programme now, while it’s


Fast



Simple



Affordable

Head over to the [company website] to take the next step.
The benefits to becoming [product name] certified are huge – employers are increasingly turning to
[product name] to make their businesses faster, more efficient and more secure, and they need
certified [product name] engineers to design, install, maintain and support the network.
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European 4pp mailer - Global IT Vendor:
The client wanted to remind its customers about a specific networking solution, so I wrote both an
email and a printed mailer to outline its benefits, and encourage further research by the recipients.
Front Cover: Is your network being spread too thin?
The traditional network is a thing of the past.
Technological advancements have continued to reveal IT’s true potential within a typical business’s
infrastructure – however, it is becoming increasingly difficult to meet demand whilst maintaining a
cohesive, cost-effective and manageable network.
[Company name] Distributed Enterprise Solutions address all of the needs of today’s distributed
network; a rich portfolio, including many best-in-class products, provides an incredibly simple and
cost-efficient answer.
Connect
Deliver consistent connectivity across routing, switching and security, throughout your network.
Service enablement features are consistent, from the smallest branch facility up to the largest
workforce centre - ensuring that your customers and employees alike can enjoy a consistent user
experience, benefitting from universal:


Connectivity



Segmentation & Differentiation



Acceleration



Policy Control

Secure
A network is only as secure as its weakest point. By leveraging the strength of [product name], you
can enjoy dynamic and proactive security, across your entire network infrastructure. You can enjoy
the benefits of [product name] consistency, the [product name] integrated router security and the
[product name] integrated switch security, ensuring end-to-end piece of mind.
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